**PCLaw® Dashboard Interface**

The dashboard interface in PCLaw works the way you work: visually, with a lawyer’s-eye view for what really matters. Instead of searching for all the details in different folders — or flipping back and forth between screens — access everything you need on just one screen. With dashboards for My Practice, My Clients and My Business, PCLaw helps you get a handle on your day, and your stress level, with just a glance. And if you want more detail, that’s easy too. Click the item in question and get the details.

**My Practice**

Make sure you know what’s happening in your practice now, and what’s coming up later on. The My Practice dashboard is your first stop in the morning, and a quick snapshot view you’ll return to throughout the day. Calendar and appointments, Microsoft® Outlook® emails, phone messages, documents, recent matters, quick links to web pages and RSS feeds. My Practice makes it easy to stay in touch and in control all day long.
MY CLIENTS
My Clients gives you a 360-degree view of each client’s matters in one window: meetings, tasks and ticklers, Outlook emails and how much is left in the trust account, or whether your most recent invoice has been paid. Whether you’re prepping for a meeting or reminding yourself about the details of a matter during a phone call, My Clients puts you on top of the case.

MY BUSINESS
The My Business dashboard helps you stay better focused on the practice side of law by making it easy to see how the business side is performing. With My Business, you don’t have to worry about your firm’s financial state. You’ll know exactly what’s going on, without going bleary-eyed over a stack of spreadsheets and reports. From income and expenses to key performance indicators and transactions, it’s all on one screen.

ABOUT PCLAW
PCLaw® client, matter, billing and accounting software helps you stay organized and in control of your firm’s matters and finances. From calendaring to billable-time capture to keeping track of expenses and managing trust accounts, PCLaw® simplifies the business of running a law firm by taking care of everything from just one program. PCLaw® integrates with most other types of software commonly used by law firms, including Microsoft® Office and LexisNexis® Time Matters® practice management software.

To learn more, call 1-800-328-2898 or visit us at www.pclaw.ca.